VACUUM CONTAINERS
Versatile accessories
whet your appetite for freshness
The original MagicVac® containers ensure flawless and quick vacuuming with all Rommelsbacher
vacuum sealers. The wide range of differently sized containers offers practical fresh food
solutions for your pantry, refrigerator and freezer. Vacuum sealing is done easily by connecting
the patented lid valve of the container with the vacuum sealer using a hose. The container can
be cleaned in the upper basket of the dishwasher. This is the perfect accessory for modern
storage.
The round, clear “Family” containers with white lid offer optimum solutions to
keep dry and sensitive food fresh for daily use (e.g. flour, coffee, rice, salty
snacks but also fluids, fruit and vegetable). Using our containers, your store
cupboard, pantry and refrigerator will be arranged clearly. You can, however,
store them also in your freezer down to a temperature of -18 °C.
The tinted “Executive” containers (round and square) are perfectly suited
for light-sensitive food and the usage in the freezer (down to – 18 °C). Without
a lid, you can also use them for microwave defrosting (max. 100 °C). And
what’s more, the square container is specially designed for marinating quickly
meat or vegetable.
The rectangular “Kolibri” vacuum containers with white lid and clips are
equipped with a vacuum indicator and an adjustable date display making
storage even more convenient. They are suitable for storage in the freezer
down to a temperature of – 18 °C. You can also put the containers without the
lid in the normal oven or in the microwave for thawing (max. 90 °C). Thanks to
the clips, they are also a practical solution when you want to store food without
vacuum.
The universal lids are available in two sizes, so you can store food in any
preserving jar or similar stable vessel under vacuum and keep it fresh in a gentle
manner.
The bottle caps seal opened bottles (uncarbonated) in an airtight way no matter if
they contain high-quality cooking oil, fine wine or fruit juice. Thanks to the vacuum,
the contents can hardly oxidise, thus preserving quality and taste.

Specification
Family containers
VCK 150
round 1.5 l
VCK 525
round set 0.75 l, 1.5 l und 3 l
Executive container
VCR 150
round 1.5 l
VCR 250
square 2.5 l
VCR 600
round set 2 l and 4 l

Kolibri containers
VCC 100
1l
VCC 150
1.5 l
Universal lid and bottle cap
VDU 100
universal lid small 100 mm Ø
VDU 125
universal lid large 125 mm Ø
VFS 2
bottle cap set of 2
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